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(Based on Exercise 18 and Programming Problem 1 in Chapter 2.)
Suppose that we want to compute xn (where n is a non-negative integer). Let’s also suppose that we want

to know the cost of doing so, with an eye towards minimizing the cost when n is large. To be definite, let’s
suppose that we measure the cost of this computation by the number of multiplications that are performed.
There are (at least) three ways to approach this problem:

(1) You can use a simple iteration, which uses repeated multiplications, i.e.,

xn
=

n occurences of x︷ ︸︸ ︷
x · x · x · · · · · x .

We can refine this a bit: since x0
= 1 and x1

= x, you don’t need to do any multiplications at all unless
n ≥ 2. Then the cost of this algorithm is max{n− 1, 0}.

(2) You can use a naive tail recursion:

xn
=


1 if n = 0,

x if n = 1,

x · xn−1 otherwise (i.e., if n ≥ 2).

The cost of this algorithm is the same as that of the simple iteration in (1).

(3) You can use a divide and conquer strategy:

xn
=


1 if n = 0,

x if n = 1,

(xn/2)2 if n ≥ 2 is even,

x · (x(n−1)/2)2 otherwise (i.e., if n ≥ 2 is odd).

For example, if you were to use this strategy when computing x1024, you would be doing 10 successive
squarings, so that the cost would be 10 multiplications, rather than the 1023 multiplications needed by
the first two algorithms. In general, the cost of this algorithm is roughly log2 n, which is exponentially
better than the cost of the first two algorithms.

Your task is to implement these three algorithms, as functions power1(), power2(), and power3(),
respectively. The prototype of power1() is

template <class T>
T power1(T x, unsigned int n, unsigned int& mults);



Since a template is being used, this function can be used with any numerical type (int, double, and so
forth). This function will assume that n ≥ 0 as a precondition; the return value of this function will be xn.
The parameter mults will count the number of multiplications that power1() uses when computing xn;
the simplest way to do this is to increment mults each time you do a multiplication.

The prototypes of the recursive functions power2() and power3() are similar. Note that when
computing mults, you’ll need to use the value returned from any recursive calls, which should be updated
in the same way as for power1().

This program should be written as a single file proj1.cc, within an appropriate subdirectory of your
private directory.

Deliverables: In addition to producing a fully-running program, you are required to use doxygen, as de-
scribed in the text and in

http://www.dsm.fordham.edu/˜agw/datastr/doxygen/doxygen.pdf,

for your documentation. You are also required to use doxygen to actually install a set of web pages that
document your program. Feel free to read my doxygen-generated documentation, found at

http://www.dsm.fordham.edu/˜agw/datastr/doxygen/proj1,

to see what it looks like.
Once you are totally satisfied with your program (regarding its documentation, correctness, and style),

do the following:

1. Make a clean photo-script, called typescript, consisting of the following commands and their
output:

cat proj1.cc
g++ -Wall -o proj1 proj1.cc
proj1

2. Once you’ve created the photo-script, run the command

photo-clean typescript > proj1.out

to create a clean version of the photo-script. If you get an error message indicating that proj1.out
exists, you should delete said file and do this again. To play it safe, examine the file proj1.out
(say, with the more) command, to make sure it’s what you really want to send me.

3. Submit your solution, via email:

mail -s "Project 1" -r bovik@cs.cmu.edu agw < proj1.out

Here, the -r flag is used to indicate a return address; you are to replace it with your preferred email
address, which is not bovik@cs.cmu.edu—that’s just a place-holder!!
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Remarks:

• If you would like to try out my solution (a 64-bit Intel Fedora 22 Linux executable), it may be found
as the file proj1 within /u/sobolev/agw/class/datastr/share/proj1, this project’s
“share directory”, accessible via any of the Departmental Linux systems at Lincoln Center. Since it
produces a lot of output, you might want to pipe its results through more.

• The class share directory also contains a “stub” version of proj1.cc, which you should copy into
your working directory. It contains a full version of the function main(), as well as a function named
printReport() that main() uses to print a report of the results. You should copy this to your
working directory, so that you can use this file as the basis of your project. (In other words, simply
edit this pre-existing file, adding the implementations of power1(), power2() and power3(),
as well as any missing documentation.)

• Note that the stub version of proj1.cc is a correct, but incomplete program. You can compile it and
run it; however the results from power1(), power2() and power3() will be incorrect. I strongly
suggest that you tackle these three functions, one at a time. Let’s say you’ll start with power1(). It
might be advisable to even tackle this piece in pieces itself:

– You would implement the piece of power1() that computes xn, but not worry about calculating
the number of multiplications needed.

– Once power1() calculates xn correctly, you can then add in the code that calculates the number
of multiplications.

Work similarly for power2() and power3().

Good luck!
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